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About This Game

Homeless Simulator 2 is a homeless person simulator. Homeless persons are those who find themselves living on the streets
because of family conflicts, somebody’s fraud, loss of the job or health problems. They are those who need help. It is easy to

find yourself living on the streets, but it is practically impossible to get out of such a life without help. The scene of the game is
a small town in wintertime. The main task is to survive in those terrible conditions. You have to constantly monitor your body

temperature, your hunger and thirst levels, hide yourself from the wind, and find places where you can stay overnight.
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Title: Homeless Simulator 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Kiddy
Publisher:
Kiddy
Release Date: 24 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 550

Storage: 350 MB available space

English
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homeless simulator 2018. lazarbeam homeless simulator 2

more games as this please. superfun in local with friends. Game is not working in HTC VIVE!
please, fix it! All other games are working correctly. I see just infinity loading menu in my vr headset. On monitor i can see
static picture.. It is pretty old game. I spend a lot of time exploring game capabilities including co-op. I completed the game with
each character class and had a lot of fun with it. Even tried to venture deeper into game mechanics but the game do not offer too
much. Despite of game's age it is definitely worth a try. Especially for H&S fans it is a must have.. The textbook example of a
shallow flash game. Do not be fooled by the premise pitched to you on the store page, this is a very simple AFK game with one
best way to play soon made clear. The majority of your time will be spent wishing you could do something about the disgusting
elevator pathing, followed by waiting, followed by more waiting and finally learning that you can use in-game cheat codes to
rapidly cap the rest of the waiting based achievements before banishing this one from your backlog. It is not worth the asking
price, it is not worth an on sale price, it is not worth more than your initial load and mess around session.

Please remember that your time has a value and that value is typically more than a few dollars an hour.. The DLC does not show
up in-game. I got it included in a bundle and was hoping to use it, but was I dissapointed. Same goes for all DLC for this game,
nothing shows up.. 10/10 would bang. It's afun little inddie game that doesn;t even have a pay to win system which i find to be
fantastic so thank you developers!!! Many MUCH APPRECIATE
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I bought this for 0,60\u20ac, not \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing worth it! DO NOT BUY THIS! And by the way, this game is
unplayable with a controller, it will vibrate THE WHOLE TIME, for no \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing reason, the controls are
stupid, the cars feel stupid, you cannot see what's in front of you because the devs forgot to use antialiasing on far objects. Great
Logic Action Game like to play this one from Time to Time !!. Pretty cute little Hidden Object Adventure.
Saying that the game took me a solid 90 minuntes to complete I'd say not really worth the $5 full price,
(cause personally that would mean the game would need a solid 5 hours worth of entertaining gameplay within it)
but the price I payed ($1.24) is a little more along the lines of equal pricing for entertainment value.

Yes the game is a bit mono-tone with it's color pallet, but honestly what else are you going to do with a desert\/mummy
storyline? Not use sandy like colors?
Honestly when it comes to the color pallet I felt it fit perfectly, and made the game suck me in better.

I could live with the cutscenes being a tad more animated and less comic book like, but that's cause I'm so use to other games
not having still images interact with each other and having it called a cutscene.

As for Storyline which has been said it's not entertaining enough to keep people's attention?
  ~ Yes it's slower than it should be to keep people's attention
  ~ Yes it feels like you're living the plot of Groundhog Day for the first half of the game.
  ~ Yes it's short
  ~ Yes it's a simple plot (Cat runs off, you get trapped in a Pyramid, you need to find your way out. Everything I just named
you should know by 5-10 minutes into the game if that) but it's pretty cute reguardless.

The Hidden Object Scenes:
  ~ Are very mono-toned with the color pallet
  ~ Are somewhat repeative
But despite that I personally still enjoyed them

Over all, I recommend the game for the fact that it's simple enough to finish in a single afternoon so it's a really good "lazy day"
game which in all honesty I play Hidden Object games when Im tired or too lazy to try to play something like a Puzzle
Platformer xD
If you are turned off by anything I listed for the game, I'd say don't buy it cause if y discription of the game discourages you
then it's clearly not your style and you're not going to be happy with it if you buy it.. Gets really boring after 10 min. Devs
abandoned the game m8ey.
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